
                  

"Lille Fejringhus" 
probably Northern Europe's most  

fascinating artist's house. 
The five winged building contains  

gallery, studio and private dwelling, 
including office and library.          

The Asbjorn Lonvig storytelling concept 
The Wind-Mill Ballet

 
In New York they have the famous New York City Ballet. 

In Boston they have the Boston Ballet. 
In Moscow they have the Bolshoi Theatre and the Bolshoi Ballet. 

In Denmark we have the Wind-Mill ballet and the Wind-Mill Theatre.  

    

 

                                It takes a lot of practice to become a skilful dancer  the dancers at Wind-Mill Ballet are skilful.  

  

 

               

 

                     The dancers are excellent solo dancers and they     An appreciative audience ensures the success by interacting 
                            are extremely good ensemble dancers.                           actively, applauding etc., with the dancers. 
                                                                                                     Management and the dancers have a deep insight in what the  
                                                                                                                                         audience want.  

 

     

 

   The Ballet must continuously renew itself   The CEO,  the chief accountant and the dancers  Part of always looking for  exposure 
                   to attract spectators.                             know about sound business practice.                        Is this theatre poster.   

Windmills perform a ballet choreographed by Bournonville.  
In his choreographical credo Bournonville said: 

"The Dance can, with the aid of music, rise to the heights of poetry". 
So. The music of the wind rises the performance of a windmill to poetry.  

As the audience left the Theater a man said to his wife: 
"I never thought that I could become a ballet fan. I have innovated myself . 

His wife who was already a ballet fan replied: "We need not go to New York or Moscow to enjoy  
a highly professional and international ballet. We have the Wind-Mill ballet."  

www.lonvig.dk/neg-english.htm
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www.lonvig.dk

             

Artist statement 
- colorful simplicity in art as in life - 

http://www.lonvig.dk/neg-english.htm
http://www.lonvig.dk

